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ABSTRACT
The article attempts to develop guidelines for the inclusion/non-inclusion of specific cultural content into EFL materials for 
contemporary ELT practices in Russia. Cultural circumstances surrounding the ELT practices in today’s Russia and their con-
nection with the past are analyzed. Some approaches to the usage of materials are considered, with examples of specific pu-
blished and online materials provided. An exemplar of a lesson plan on a thought-provoking topic with sample activities and 
materials is presented based on the approaches and principles described. A conclusion is made on the necessity of offering 
teacher training on shaping productive cultural content for EFL materials that are appropriate to the teaching context.
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A FORMAÇÃO DE CONTEÚDO CULTURAL PRODUTIVO PARA MATERIAIS  
DE ILE EM PRÁTICAS DE ELI CONTEMPORÂNEAS RUSSAS

RESUMO
O artigo tenta desenvolver as diretrizes para a inclusão/não inclusão do conteúdo cultural específico nos materiais de ILE 
para práticas contemporâneas de ELI na Rússia. As circunstâncias culturais que envolvem as práticas de ELI na Rússia de hoje 
e sua conexão com o passado são analisadas. Algumas abordagens para o uso de materiais são consideradas, com exemplos 
de materiais específicos publicados e fornecidos on-line. Um exemplo de um plano de aula sobre um tópico instigante com 
atividades e materiais de amostra é apresentado com base nas abordagens e nos princípios descritos. A conclusão é feita 
sobre a necessidade de oferecer a formação de professores para moldar o conteúdo cultural produtivo para materiais ILE que 
são apropriados para o contexto de ensino.
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THE RUSSIAN ELT CONTEXT

The English language has been taught widely in Russia since the end of World War 
II when the world divided into two spheres of influence – capitalist and communist. 
Learning a foreign language – in practice, English – is compulsory in all schools. It is also 
mandated for all students in higher education. Yet the issue of selecting and implement-
ing EFL content in Russia has historically been rather controversial. The cultural circum-
stances surrounding the ELT practices in today’s Russia can be linked to the country’s 
past. After the Revolution of 1917, the early years of the Soviet era saw a very negative 
attitude towards learning foreign languages in general (RASSOKHA, 2004, p. 41). Nev-
ertheless, a decade later foreign languages were returned to both school and university 
curricula (TER-MINASOVA, 2009, p. 9). During the remaining decades of the Soviet era, 
the Iron Curtain and the official guidelines from the Soviet Ministry of Education kept 
EFL learners almost entirely isolated from the world where the English language was 
naturally used, and access to contemporary authentic materials was denied (IVANOVA; 
TIVYAEVA, 2015, p. 316). University students typically studied the language from the 
works of British writers such as J. Galsworthy and Ch. Dickens (RASSOKHA, 2004, p. 42). 
A report by a delegation of British education specialists who visited the Soviet Union in 
1962 describes EFL materials in the USSR as “suspect”, “unidiomatic” and “not partic-
ularly satisfactory from the standpoint of linguistic authenticity” (LEWIS, 1962, p. 11).

Under such circumstances, teaching and practicing productive skills (i.e. producing 
oral and written language for communication (DAVIES, 1976, p. 441)) in an authentic 
manner was irrelevant since learners had no opportunity for authentic communication 
(RASSOKHA, 2004, p. 42). Curricula for all courses and subjects were strictly censored, 
and there was no room for controversial topics that could stimulate learners’ productive 
skills because many of these topics were taboo in Soviet society in general. The impact 
of the Soviet teacher-centered ELT practices can still be felt now, and one of the most 
recent studies carried out at a major Russian university revealed that classroom interac-
tions are still “limited to individual and whole-class activities with the predominance of 
teacher talk” RASSKAZOVA; GUZIKOVA; GREEN, 2017, p. 6).

Perestroika and the subsequent collapse of the Soviet Union brought new chang-
es and challenges for ELT in Russia. On the one hand, they led to new goals and created 
a new type of language learner. On the other hand, teachers found themselves unpre-
pared for these changes, particularly in terms of ELT materials. Thus, many ELT cours-
es were still of poor quality. Nevertheless, the door to Western publications, authentic 
materials and mass communication was open, and a new type of learner emerged – 
“more open, less inhibited, and much more pragmatically oriented” (TER-MINASOVA, 
2013). Other positive developments included student-focused approaches, the removal 
of ideological principles from course content, and the introduction of communicative 
teaching methods (IVANOVA; TIVYAEVA, 2015, p. 309). 

It is unfortunate, though, that many schools and higher education institutions 
have not paid due attention to innovations in teaching methods and international-
ly-recognized best practice. In spite of attempts going as far back as the late Soviet pe-
riod to update teaching methods in line with modern international practice (MONK, 
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1986), the default system of teaching English in Russia in many institutions is very much 
old-fashioned: teacher-centered, with an over-reliance on textbooks and a lack of com-
munication practice and using authentic English in situations which simulate real life 
(TER-MINASOVA, 2005, 2006). Wilga Rivers (2007) emphasizes the importance of avoid-
ing the “artificial types of drills and practice exercises to which many learners are still 
subjected” in favor of having “practice in using the language for the normal purposes 
language serves in everyday life”, citing Jespersen’s observation that language textbooks 
often give the impression that learners “must be strictly systematical beings, who one 
day speak merely in futures, another day in [past tenses] and who say the most discon-
nected things only for the sake of being able to use all the persons in the tense which 
for the time being happens to be the subject...” (JESPERSON, 1904, p. 17-18).

Despite great changes since Jespersen’s time, modern day language textbooks are 
not closely aligned to the real world (CHAN, 2013). Such a disjointed approach to lan-
guage learning and teaching cannot but cause problems in terms of developing profi-
ciency in a foreign language. It is not enough to include English as a subject in Russian 
school and university curriculums; there is now an acceptance that improvements in 
teaching English as a foreign language need to be made in order that learners achieve 
intercultural communicative competence and are motivated to learn (TER-MINASOVA, 
2005; OBDALOVA, 2008).

The reluctance of some teachers to embrace new approaches to their profes-
sional practice is all the stranger since in contemporary Russia “there are no limitations 
as regards the course content and topics discussed in class, the only exception being 
the propaganda of terrorism, extremism, ethnic violence and intolerance” (IVANOVA; 
TIVYAEVA, 2015, p. 317), which is – for obvious reasons – prohibited by federal law. 
Indeed, teachers are endowed with much autonomy to select the means (materials and 
methods) of achieving state-mandated goals (the results of learning as determined in 
the state educational standards). In some cases, however, this can prove to be a dou-
ble-edged sword.

Teachers are, therefore, free to choose authentic supplementary materials on a 
variety of topics with the purpose of enhancing student interaction and engagement. 
The issue of placing the focus on student talk and student-to-student discussion is relat-
ed to the choice of materials for EFL classrooms since group and pair activities and other 
forms of student interaction call for stimulating, motivating, authentic and thought-pro-
voking albeit controversial content. The need to provide such content may challenge 
the idea of following one particular textbook throughout the entire course of study.

METHODOLOGY: APPROACHES TO THE USAGE OF MATERIALS

The reliance on textbooks in ELT is viewed differently. Arguments in favor of us-
ing textbooks suggest that they offer a clear framework, create “a sense of structure 
and progress”, provide ready-made activities and enable students to progress on their 
own (UR, 2012, p. 198). J. Haycroft refers to textbooks as “psychologically important to 
students” (HAYCROFT, 1998, p. 126). On the other hand, textbooks might not offer suffi-
cient or relevant material (GABRIELATOS, 2004, p. 28) and cannot suit all learning and 
teaching contexts (CUNNINGHAM, 1995, p. 5-6; DENDRINOS, 1992, p. 39-47). 
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Our professional view is that nowadays, with the abundance of Internet resources 
and the efficiency of online learning platforms, it is feasible for language teachers to cre-
ate their own resource bank drawing on what is available on the Internet. A major issue 
with textbooks is that they have a limited shelf life and quickly fall out of touch with the 
ever-changing world outside the classroom. A 2005 textbook would still be focusing on 
SMS messages as a popular means of communication, whereas as early as in 2010 Face-
book, Twitter, mobile apps, etc. were already playing a huge role in people’s daily lives.

The idea of rejecting textbooks has been around for decades. Back in 1975, D. 
Crystal and D. Davy pointed out that textbook language “stands far away from that real, 
informal kind of English which is used very much more than any other during a normal 
speaking lifetime” (CRYSTAL; DAVY, 1975, p. 2). Empirical studies have revealed multiple 
times that contrived textbook interactions differ from their authentic counterparts in a 
range of parameters, such as the choice of grammar and vocabulary, the number and 
duration of pauses, the presence of hesitation fillers, overlapping, etc. and, ultimate-
ly, also differ in the cultural aspect of interaction and the cultural content (GILMORE, 
2004, p. 365). 

Although modern textbooks tend to feature conversations increasingly closer re-
sembling natural ones (GILMORE, 2004, p. 363), there are still multiple gaps between 
the textbook and the real world of the English language and culture (GILMORE, 2007, p. 
99). There have been frequent complaints about conventional textbook materials being 
too contrived and bereft of the actual topics that people discuss in their everyday lives, 
and more experienced teachers acknowledge the benefits of using materials that mirror 
what is going on in the real world (MCANDREW; MARTINEZ, 2002, p. 2). R. M. Paige et 
al. concluded that a lot of textbooks represent culture from a “tourist’s perspective”, 
with the cultural content being fairly superficial (PAIGE et al., 2003, p. 209).

It is worth mentioning the human factor that comes into play when textbooks are 
created. According to C. Alptekin, there is always a certain degree of subjectivity on 
the part of textbook writers no matter to what lengths they go to avoid stereotyping 
(ALPTEKIN, 1993, p. 142). Others have also suggested that textbook content reflects 
“the writer’s own artefact” rather than the genuine reality (NOSTRAND, 1989, p. 50). 
In short, “most textbook writers are native speakers who consciously or unconsciously 
transmit the views, values, beliefs, attitudes, and feelings of their own English-speaking 
society” (ALPTEKIN, 1993, p. 138; FLORENT; WALTER, 1989; CLARKE; CLARKE, 1990).

To further challenge the validity of the textbook-only approach, research has been 
conducted to demonstrate that when students are not restricted by the topics of a text-
book, both their receptive and productive skills could be enhanced (BONYADI; ZEINAL-
PUR, p. 391). A number of studies have revealed that allowing students to select their 
own topics has a positive impact on their motivation to read (a receptive skill). S. Kragler 
maintains that “self-selection allows students more latitude to be deeply involved with 
the learning process, thus fostering an interest in, as well as developing an ownership 
of the reading process” (KRAGLER, 2000, p. 4). Similarly, E. J. Sewell points out that 
“allowing students to self-select their books results in more involvement and thus more 
motivation to read” (SEWELL, 2003, p. 5). The same view is shared by J. E. Threadkell 
(THREADKELL, 2010). 
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Allowing students to select their own topics for writing can also favorably influ-
ence their performance. C. Bereiter and M. Scardamalia consider self-selection of topics 
as well as engagement in expressive writing (e.g., personal narrative) to be the best 
method of improving students’ writing skills (BEREITER; SCARDAMALIA, 1982). An em-
pirical study conducted by J. P. Wolf revealed the advantages of self-selected topics over 
textbook-assigned topics in terms of boosting learners’ confidence and improving their 
perception of knowledge and argumentative writing skills (WOLF, 2013).

Nowadays there exist two general approaches in moving away from textbook dom-
inance. Firstly, textbooks can be totally abandoned. An example of such an approach is 
Dogme ELT (THORNBURY, 2000; MEDDINGS; THORNBURY, 2009; BRITISH COUNCIL, 
2017). The proponents of this methodology reject pre-packaged materials and maintain 
that teachers should be looking for “ways of exploiting the learning opportunities of-
fered by the raw material of the classroom, that is the language that emerges from the 
needs, interests, concerns and desires of the people in the room” (ELT DOGME, 2012). 
Dogme’s teaching is “conversation-driven”, “focused on emergent language” and “ma-
terials-light” (MEDDINGS; THORNBURY, 2009, p. 8).

Another and less radical strategy revolves around tailoring the existing textbook to 
suit students’ needs and abilities by adapting, omitting, adding, re-ordering, etc. (TOM-
LINSON, 1998). Besides, some educationalists advocate a critical approach to using the 
existing textbook, which involves encouraging students to critically analyze its content. 
According to B. Kumaravadivelu, learners could be asked “to discuss how topics could 
be dealt with differently, from the point of view of their own linguistic and cultural per-
spective” (KUMARAVADIVELU, 2003, p. 156). J. Gray expresses an analogous view and 
says that teachers need to encourage learners “to view materials as more than linguistic 
objects”, which helps reverse the one-way flow of information (GRAY, 2000, p. 281).

THE MODEL OF CREATING EFL CONTENT

A major question that needs to be addressed is which of the abovementioned 
approaches should be taken and how to create the optimal bank of materials in the Rus-
sian ELT context. There are several factors which can potentially determine this choice:

1. The nature of the contemporary Russian ELT context. Firstly, EFL classes in 
Russian universities are not as ethnically, culturally and religiously diverse as 
in countries such as Australia or the United Kingdom, which allows for more 
freedom and flexibility on the teacher’s part in terms of material selection. 
Secondly, in Russian culture, direct expression of one’s opinion is quite com-
mon. Thirdly, Russian citizens are habitually exposed to all sorts of burning 
issues through mass media and the Internet. Russia has been in the spotlight 
of the global media over the last few years due to multiple controversial news 
items. On top of that, many of the topics mentioned in this article have been 
historically relevant within the country, and virtually every citizen has some-
thing to say on this or that subject.

2. The existence of recently produced textbooks which do include more or less 
authentic rather than contrived content. Textbooks that have been in common 
use over the last decade, such as Upstream (EVANS; OBEE, 2008) and New 
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English File (OXENDEN; LATHAM-KOENIG, 2008), feature fairly conventional 
content. However, there are more recent publications available in Russia that 
tend to focus on more profound and often overlooked aspects of the life and 
culture of people in English-speaking countries. An example of such a text-
book would be Innovations: A Course in Natural English (DELLAR; WALKLEY, 
2015). The focus of the textbook is the contemporary British culture, and it in-
cludes topics pertaining to it, such as politics, youth unemployment and even 
war and terrorism (DELLAR; WALKLEY, 2015, p. 82). Another prominent fea-
ture of the textbook is the use of near-authentic dialogues containing mildly 
offensive words which are normally avoided in EFL textbooks (e.g., “bloody” 
and “crap”). Phonetically, these dialogues feature regional and social accents 
of Great Britain, which learners are likely to encounter in real life interactions. 
However, it also bears noticing that such textbooks tend to be restricted to the 
culture of the UK, and as has already been mentioned, it is the British model 
that has dominated the ELT in Russia (PROSHINA, 2006, p. 79).

3. Wide access to supplementary materials and authentic sources. Unlike in some 
countries (e.g., China, where services such Google and YouTube are banned), 
in Russia there are currently no restrictions on accessing authentic content on 
the Internet, such as websites of TV and radio broadcasters in English-speak-
ing countries, YouTube channels, etc.

Taking these factors into consideration, the model described below can be recom-
mended for implementation in the Russian EFL context both at public institutions and 
private schools. It does not feature complete textbook abandonment (as in Dogme ELT), 
but does include textbook customization (THORNBURY, 2013) and features of the cul-
tural critical analysis approach (KUMARAVADIVELU, 2003; WALLACE, 1992).

1. The fusion (combined usage) of textbooks with the purpose of the compre-
hensive coverage of the cultures of the two English-speaking countries that 
Russian learners are most likely to experience: the UK and the USA. In 2016 
these two countries welcomed 7% and 9% respectively of the total number 
of Russian students going to study abroad, whereas other English-speaking 
countries welcomed a significantly smaller number of Russians, with Australia, 
for example, welcoming only 1.6% (UNIPAGE, 2017). The most recent publica-
tions available for this purpose include the already mentioned Innovation: A 
Course in Natural English (DELLAR; WALKELY, 2015), New Headway (SOARS; 
SOARS; HANCOCK, 2015) and American Headway (SOARS; SOARS; HAN-
COCK, 2016). They include such topics as culture clashes, fruits of war, gen-
der matters, politics, terrorism, youth unemployment and obsessions, which 
are relevant for both Russian and English-speaking cultures and therefore fit 
the idea of critical analysis of materials from the students’ cultural perspective 
(LITTLEJOHN; WINDEATT, 1988, p. 175).

2. The usage of supplementary inauthentic ELT materials on controversial topics 
that are lacking in the textbooks described above. Some examples of the com-
pilation of such materials include Taboos & Issues (MCANDREW; MARTINEZ, 
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2002), Instant Discussions (MCANDREW; MARTINEZ, 2003), Impact Values 
(DAY; YAMANAKA; SHAULES, 2002) and Impact Topics (DAY; YAMANAKA, 
2002). They feature a wide variety of controversial topics and both ready-
made and adaptable activities in such topics as dating, same-sex couples, love 
affairs, alcohol abuse, abortion, the death penalty, etc.

3. The usage of authentic materials. The nature of the authenticity of materials 
is viewed differently in foreign language teaching. Most educators agree, how-
ever, that authentic materials are those created for native speakers, not for 
language learners, and therefore do not have an inherent teaching purpose 
(JORDAN, 1997, p. 113; KILICKAYA, 2004, p. 1). Unlike their contrived text-
book counterparts, authentic materials are used in the genuine world outside 
the classroom in the real communication of native speakers (KELSEN, 2009, p. 
2). The methodological advantages of using authentic materials, as described 
by researchers, lie in the fact that they expose learners to genuine language, 
allow a more creative approach to language instruction and have a positive 
impact on learners’ motivation (KILICKAYA, 2004, p. 2). From the cultural 
point of view, authentic materials bring students closer to the target culture 
because they are represented by such artefacts as radio and TV broadcasts, 
advertising, music, newspapers, literature, websites as well as spontaneous 
everyday discourse (GILMORE, 2007, p. 107; PEACOCK, 1997, p. 144). One 
of today’s most powerful resources of authentic materials is YouTube, which 
incorporates multiple forms of authentic materials (video blogs, broadcasts, 
music, etc.). YouTube’s viability as a supplementary tool for language instruc-
tion has been vividly demonstrated in a study by B. Kelsen (KELSEN, 2009) 
conducted among second-year university students in Taiwan. 

For the Russian context, the range of sources of authentic materials could include 
the following:

1. Radio and TV broadcasts. All English-speaking cultures have organizations 
which make broadcasts on current issues all over the world: the BBC in the 
UK, NPR and CNN in the USA, ABC in Australia, etc. For teachers’ and learners’ 
convenience, many programs are available as podcasts, e.g. BBC Global News 
Podcast updated daily (BBC, 2017b). A cursory look at the content of these 
resources will reveal the following concerns produced in idiomatic authentic 
language: terrorist extremism in Afghanistan, a famous film producer facing 
sexual harassment charges (BBC, 2017), a teenage immigrant seeking an abor-
tion, transgender issues (NPR, 2018a), the possibility of legalizing drugs in New 
Zealand, a police crackdown on a gay nightspot in Nigeria (ABC, 2017).

2. The world’s top newspapers such as The Guardian, The New York Times, etc. (4 
INTERNATIONAL…, 2017).

3. A variety of YouTube materials which can expose Russian learners to both pro-
fessional and everyday authentic discourse.
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Specifically, a sample range of controversial topics for an advanced English course 
in Russia could include the following content: culture clashes, gender matters, fruits of 
war (SOARS; SOARS; HANCOCK, 2015), politics and elections, taboos and embarrassing 
situations, celebrity and scandal (DELLAR; WALKELY, 2015), politically incorrect jokes, 
prostitution, abortion, transsexuality, gun violence, national stereotypes, immigration 
and racism, marriage equality, euthanasia, corruption, addictions, drugs legalization 
(MCANDREW; MARTINEZ, 2002), secret romances and animal rights (DAY; YAMANA-
KA; SHAULES, 2002). It is important to note, however, that it is always at the teacher’s 
discretion to select which topics are appropriate for usage in their particular classroom. 
It would be well-advised to conduct a survey among the students (possibly an anony-
mous one, via Moodle or another eLearning platform) to find out whether everyone 
would feel comfortable working on this or that topic.

SAMPLE LESSON ACTIVITIES ON A CONTROVERSIAL TOPIC

We shall present sample activities as part of a lesson dedicated to the topic of 
military service. This topic is not normally covered per se in ELT textbooks; however, 
military service, which is mandatory for Russian male citizens between 18 and 27 years 
of age, is something that most Russian students definitely have much to say about, the-
refore a lesson on such a topic can prove to be quite valuable in terms of enhancing 
students’ productive skills. 

One of the key components of effective lesson planning and preparation is lesson 
variety. Varied lessons facilitate more productive learning, and it is recommended to 
diversify different lesson components to suit learners’ needs and personal characteristi-
cs. In our lesson plan we apply the following variation strategies (SCRIVENER, 2011; UR, 
2012, p. 21-22):

1. Organization. The lesson plan includes individual, pair and group work. Further 
variety is to be achieved by getting students to change their speaking partners 
throughout the lesson.

2. Materials. The lesson plan includes the use of printed materials and multime-
dia materials (audio and video).

3. Skills. The lesson plan focuses on multiple productive and receptive skills.

 In our lesson plan, we adhere to the principle of eliciting target language from 
students rather than leaving it to the teacher to explain it.  Elicitation is considered cru-
cial in pedagogy in general. In R. Gagne’s popular model of instructional events, “stim-
ulating the recall of prior learning” (i.e. knowledge retrieval) precedes “presenting the 
content” (KRUSE, 2018, p. 1). In ELT, elicitation is supposed “to make classrooms more 
learner-centered, and help learners make connections between the old and the new” 
(CHOUDHURY, 2010, p. 312). Besides, according to J. Scrivener, learners “probably know 
a lot more than we may give them credit for”, and “starting with what they know is a 
productive way to begin new work” (SCRIVENER, 2011, p. 73). Another vital principle 
(and it is ultimately underpinned by the usage of thought-provoking topics) is the per-
sonalization of language practice, i.e. use of language that involves learners’ sharing of 
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their experience, knowledge, opinions or feelings (THORNBURY, 2006, p. 161). Personal-
ization is believed to positively affect classroom dynamics and is considered one of the 
“commandments” for motivating language learners (THORNBURY, 2006, p. 72; p. 138).

The lesson profile, stages and procedures are illustrated in the tables below3.

Table 1 – Lesson profile (Acronyms: T = teacher, Ss = students, WB = whiteboard,  
sb = somebody, sth = something)

Teacher -/-

Lesson type Language: vocabulary, reading, listening, speaking

Time & place -/-

Lesson aims - to learn and practice vocabulary related to the topic of military service
- to practice listening and reading comprehension skills

Materials 1. In the Army (a song by Status Quo): audio and gapped lyrics (EARMUSIC, 
2010).

2. Campaign 1: English for the Military (MELLOW-CLARK, DE ALTAMIRANO, 
2004).

3. Which Countries Still Use the Military Draft? (YouTube video) (NOWTHIS-
WORLD, 2015).

4. What it’s Like to Serve in South Korea’s Mandatory Military Service (You-
Tube video) (TECH INSIDER, 2017).

5. In Australia, Decades of Abuse Against Military Recruits Comes to Light 
(NPR News podcast) (NPR, 2018a).

6. A set of discussion questions on the topic of military service (ESL DIS-
CUSSIONS.COM, 2018).

7. Rite of Passage (BBC Documentary podcast) (BBC, 2018b).
Expected 
number of 
students

10-15

Student level pre-intermediate to upper-intermediate

Total duration 90 min
Anticipated 
problems & 
solutions

1. Unfamiliarity with subject-specific vocabulary.
Solution: vocabulary & grammar elicitation and illustration.
2. Classroom heterogeneity.
Solution: proper grouping and pairing of students.

Table 2 – Lesson stages and procedures

Stage Procedure Aims Time
1. Introduction T greets Ss and introduces the les-

son’s agenda.
– to gain Ss’ attention and 
create the level of expecta-
tion for learning

2 min

2. Grouping T groups Ss based on their level. – to properly group Ss
– to foster productive interac-
tion

3 min

3  The structure is based on: SCRIVENER (2011).
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3. Setting the 
context: song 
activity

T explain the task following task to 
Ss:
Listen to the song “In the Army” 
by Status Quo and complete the 
gaps in the lyrics. Try to explain the 
meaning of the missing words. Be 
ready to explain the main idea of 
the song.
Ss listen to the song and perform 
the given task. T elicits the spell-
ing, pronunciation, meaning and 
translation of the following vo-
cabulary taken out from the lyrics: 
Uncle Sam, draft, grenade, missile, 
sergeant, shot, order, trigger.
Students express the main idea of 
the song.

– to put Ss in the context of 
the lesson

– to introduce topical vocab-
ulary

15
min

4. Pre-teaching 
vocabulary: 
the Army and 
military con-
scription

T elicits Ss’ prior knowledge of 
core concepts related to the Army 
(structure, purpose, ranks). Key in-
formation is put on the board.
T hands out copies of Unit 4 Mil-
itary Organisation from the text-
book Campaign 1: English for the 
Military, which are to be used as a 
quick reference further during the 
lesson.
T instructs Ss to watch the video 
Which Countries Still Use the Mili-
tary Draft? and be ready to explain 
why some countries still preserve 
compulsory mandatory service.
Ss watch the video and in pairs dis-
cuss the main idea of the video.

– to learn / revise topical vo-
cabulary needed for later ac-
tivities

– to comprehend key con-
cepts related to military ser-
vice

20 min

5. Mandatory 
military ser-
vice

T elicits some vocabulary items 
that would appear in the video 
What it’s like to Serve in South Ko-
rea’s Mandatory Military Service? 
T elicits Ss’ prior knowledge about 
mandatory military service in Rus-
sia.
T instructs Ss to watch the vid-
eo and compare and contrast 
the mandatory military service 
in South Korea and in Russia. Ss 
watch the video, do small group 
discussions and then report their 
answers to the teacher.

– to practice pre-taught vo-
cabulary

– to analyze similarities and 
differences between the mil-
itary service in two countries

2 0 - 2 5 
min
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6. Free speaking 
practice

T instructs Ss to select any 10 
questions from the list (see below 
under the table) and discuss them 
in pairs spending no more than 2 
minutes on one question.

– to allow uncontrolled per-
sonalized practice
– to practice fluency

2 0 - 2 5 
min

7. Home assign-
ment and 
follow-up

T explains to Ss their home assign-
ment:
Listen to the BBC Documentary 
podcast “Rite of Passage” about 
the military service in Israel and 
post 2 to 3 paragraphs on the 
Moodle discussion board detailing 
how it helps shape Israeli society 
and what role, in your opinion, it 
will play in Israel’s future.
The teacher suggests some re-
sources for further individual ac-
tivities outside classroom.

to indicate future activities 5 min

Discussion questions

1. Do you want to become a soldier?
2. Would you volunteer to become a soldier?
3. Which armed service would you join if you had to? Would you choose to join, 

the army, navy or air force?
4. Which job would you like to have in the army?
5. What cause would you fight/die for?
6. Why does your country have an army?
7. Do many young people in your country join the army? Why/why not?
8. Do you think soldiers are well paid?
9. Would you be a conscientious objector if your country went to war?
10. Do you think women should be soldiers?
11. Do you think LGBTI people should be soldiers?
12. Have you been in the military?
13. Do you know anyone who is in the army or who has been?
14. Have you ever lived in a country at war?
15. If you were the partner of a soldier who had just been sent to fight in a war, 

what would you include in his luggage?
16. What do you think soldiers away from home miss the most?
17. What do you think soldiers find the most difficult to get used to?
18. Is abuse and bullying common in the army?
19. What are the major issues about the army of your country?
20. Why do you think people want to become soldiers?
21. What kind of person makes an ideal soldier?
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22. Is war necessary?
23. What causes countries to engage in a war?
24. Do you think it is morally wrong to kill?
25. Has anyone in your family ever fought in a war?
26. If war could be eliminated entirely, would there still be a use for armies?
27. Do you have a problem with women fighting in wars? Why or why not?
28. What are your feelings towards the military?
29. What do you think is the worst thing about being in the army?
30. What do you think of army uniforms?

At the teacher’s discretion, the NPR news report In Australia, Decades of Abuse 
Against Military Recruits Comes to Light can also be used as a separate discussion point 
during the course of the lesson (NPR, 2018a). However, as is warned by the podcast pre-
senter, it contains highly disturbing material.

CONCLUSION

The paper historically traces the features of the Russian ELT tradition and evaluates 
its current state and features. Although ELT in Russia has historically been textbook-driv-
en and the use of authentic materials was limited or even discouraged, nowadays there 
exist trends toward completely and partially textbook-free approaches as in many coun-
tries internationally. Such a movement away from the dry language of textbooks could 
prove conducive in attempting to shape the optimal content for modern Russian ELT 
practices – content that could enhance students’ interaction and their acquisition of 
authentic linguistic and cultural knowledge.

The inclusion of thought-provoking controversial issues into ELT curriculum at 
Russian universities should not turn the classroom into a battlefield or a culture war 
zone. Instead, it could help make classroom interactions more open and transparent 
and facilitate the personalization of language practice by allowing students to have their 
say on topics they can relate to. As an example of such an approach, a lesson plan on 
the thought-provoking topic of military service with sample materials and activities has 
been presented based on the described approaches and principles.

It is necessary, however, to ensure that language teachers feel comfortable when 
working without the back-up of a textbook. This is particularly the case for non-native 
speakers, for whom a textbook often provides not only material, but also “moral” sup-
port. It would be beneficial, therefore, to offer training sessions to such teachers specif-
ically on shaping productive cultural content for EFL materials that are appropriate for 
the Russian ELT classroom.
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